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FROM FEMINIST PRESS TO
ANTHOLOGIES TO KINDLE

DIGITAL OPPORTUNITIES AND
LIMITATIONS

- dramatic increase in research
and teaching opportunities in
this period
-'minor' or lesser known writers
subject to less fact checking,
especially from commercial
electronic publishers

TRUSTED SOURCES AND
ACCESS

-volume of 19th printed sources
poses distinct issues
-OCR not adequate to multiple
columns and typefaces
- Libraries still need resources to
catalogue and digitise and these will
go to best known authors/archives
first
- A new tyranny of (expensive)
biography?

'Far from us be it to deflect attention from the work of women
writers to their lives. But the circumstances are intriguing: the new
man in Thurston’s life, his medical knowledge, the parallel (if the
death was suicide) with her own book, all suggest something more
sensational, more like her own plots, than death from an
already-diagnosed medical condition.'

THE WOMAN AND THE WORK
'Katherine Thurston was not a poet of distinction and gave no sign
of suffering from despair. Perhaps it was just her sensation-seeking
public who saw a likeness between her death and the melodramatic
death of her last heroine.'
If this is what the Women's History Network makes of her, then
what chance does the work have to escape the fascination of the
life?

DIGITAL METHODOLOGIES: 2 WAYS OF
UNDERSTANDING NOVEL AND
SOCIETY

•

•

Max and social network analysis
Beyond the murder mystery:
digital sources and revealing the
local

Nation, Gender, Genre Project
• Project Team
• Professor Gerardine Meaney (UCD Humanities Institute and
School of English)

• Dr Derek Greene (UCD School of Computer Science and
INSIGHT)

• Dr Karen Wade (postdoctoral research fellow, UCD
Humanities Institute)

• Dr Maria Mulvany (Researcher, UCD Humanities Institute)
• Dr Jenny Rothwell (Research Associate, UCD Humanities
Institute)

• Siobhan Grayson (PhD student, UCD School of Computer
Science and
INSIGHT)
http://erdos.ucd.ie/novels-demo
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Nation, Gender, Genre Project
• Research Project funded by Irish Research Council in 2013.
• Inter-disciplinary collaboration between UCD Humanities
Institute and SFI Insight Centre for Data Analytics.

• Currently creating an electronic corpus of approximately 100
Irish and English novels from the period 1800-1922.

• Corpus includes key representative and influential texts, equal
numbers of Irish and English, men and women.

• Using methods from social network analysis to explore and
visualise the texts from new perspectives.

• Aim to apply intersectional (gender, class, ethnicity) analysis to
these networks, and engage in intensive critical analysis.
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Part 1
Interpretation
and Analytics

Digital Humanities in a Different
World
●

'Despite the aggressive promotion of Digital Humanities as a radical insurgency,
its institutional success has for the most part involved the displacement of
politically progressive humanities scholarship and activism in favor of the
manufacture of digital tools and archives.' (Allington et al ,
https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/neoliberal-tools-archives-political-historydigital-humanities)

●

Allington et al's history of DH based on a couple of very well endowed US and
1 UK institutions

●

'One way to frame the question more productively is to think about how digital
frameworks open up a new dimension of humanistic inquiry. Digital life has
humanist dimensions. Technology is nothing but humanness.' (Parham,
https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/digital-humanities-interview-marisa-parh
am/)
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Cultural analytics and the persistence of
interpretation
●

scaling up without sacrificing precision e.g. labour intensive but
necessary mark up prior to data analysis

●

paying attention to cultural difference e.g. Stanford Named Entity
Recognition software has been trained on a US newspaper dataset,
accuracy for 19th/early 20th century European texts lower the further
proper and place names get from contemporary US standard

●

historically sensitive methodology, e.g. most SNA to date excludes
unnamed entities and collectives, so cuts out most servants and
working class characters in many novels

●

respecting that novels are complex aesthetic artefacts as well as
fascinating data sets
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Digital Humanities and Irish
Studies
●

Development of DH in Ireland different from US and UK models

●

Rooted in skills built in recovery and access projects, women's writing,
nineteenth century novel, e.g. Munster Women Writers Project, Electronic
Loeber Guide to Irish Fiction http://www.lgif.ie, crossover with anthologies

●

Lack of large scale digitisation projects nationally, but lot of Irish material in
British and US libraries

●

Opportunities offered by cultural and linguistic specificity

●

Possibility and challenges of incorporating oral and written literature in analysis

●

Useful tool to deal with radically expanded canon: Claire Connolly's point re
definition of 'Irish Tale' currently based on too few texts relevant for wide range
of Irish fiction
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Why Social Network Analysis?
●

Novels do not offer empirical evidence of actual social relations, but
they do offer us an extraordinarily rich insight into how society and
community are imagined by writers and readers.

●

Interactions between characters in novels can yield maps of textual
social networks and imagined community.

●

Analyzing corpus of fiction over an extended time period (1800-1922)
and visualizing these networks will allow us to trace these maps of
imagined communities.

●

Arguments/assumptions/hypotheses that there are distinctive features
in how social relations influence and are represented in Irish fiction
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Concepts in Network Analysis
• Network: a way of representing
relations among a group of people.

• Consists of individuals, called nodes,
where certain pairs of individuals are
connected to one another by relations
called edges.

• Two nodes are deemed to be
neighbours if they are connected by
an edge.

• Weighted network: a numeric value
is associated with each edge. Edge
weights usually represent strength of
association or counts.
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Social Network Analysis in Literature

329 pages, 61 chapters
~124,000 words

Character network
Pride and Prejudice (1813)
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Novel Annotation
• For each novel, the text of each chapter of a novel is manually
annotated to identify all characters and their aliases...
Mr. Bennet was among the earliest of those who waited on Mr. Bingley. He had always
intended to visit him, though to the last always assuring his wife that he should not go;
and till the evening after the visit was paid, she had no knowledge of it. It was then
disclosed in the following manner. Observing his second daughter employed in
trimming a hat, he suddenly addressed her with,
"I hope Mr. Bingley will like it Lizzy."
"We are not in a way to know what Mr. Bingley likes," said her mother resentfully,
"since we are not to visit."
"But you forget, mama," said Elizabeth, "that we shall meet him at the assemblies, and
that Mrs. Long has promised to introduce him."
"I do not believe Mrs. Long will do any such thing. She has two nieces of her own. She is
a selfish, hypocritical woman, and I have no opinion of her."

Excerpt, Chapter 2
Pride and Prejudice (1813)
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Novel Annotation
• The next step involves creating a character dictionary, which
maps all aliases for a character to their definitive name.

• We replace all aliases in the original text with definitive names.
Original Text
Observing his second daughter employed in trimming a hat, he suddenly addressed her with,
"I hope Mr. Bingley will like it Lizzy."
"We are not in a way to know what Mr. Bingley likes," said her mother resentfully, "since we are
not to visit."

Annotated Text
Observing Lizzy employed in trimming a hat, he suddenly addressed her with,
"I hope Mr. Bingley will like it Lizzy."
"We are not in a way to know what Mr. Bingley likes," said Mrs. Bennet resentfully, "since we
are not to visit."
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Character Attributes
• The annotator also assigns attributes to each of the characters
in the character dictionary.

• These can denote gender, occupation, nationality, religion,
status, role etc. Standardisation complex and ongoing.
Definitive Name

Aliases

Attributes

Mr. Bennet

mr. bennet, her father

Male, English, Father, Gentleman,
Husband

Mr. Bingley

mr. bingley

Male, English, Father, Gentleman,
Brother

Mrs. Bennet

mrs. bennet, his wife, her mother,
mama lizzy, elizabeth, his second
daughter mrs. long, your friend

Female, English, Gentlewoman,
Wife, Mother, Sister

Mrs. Long’s Nieces

two nieces

Collective, Female, English, Niece

Kitty Bennet

kitty, one of her daughters

Female, English, Cousin,
Daughter, Sister

Excerpt, Character Dictionary
Pride and Prejudice (1813)
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Novel Annotation - Challenges
• Manual annotation by researchers familiar with a novel is
required, as many subtle issues arise.

• For example:
- OCR issues; inconsistent formatting and punctuation
- First person narration; multiple narrators
- Mistaken identity
- Deception, disguises, and hidden identity
- Groups of characters; collectives
- Speculative characters
- Diaries and letters
• In addition, validating and standardising character attributes
requires human judgement.
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Character Networks
• Character co-occurrence: The appearance of two character
definitive names in the annotated text.
Observing Lizzy employed in trimming a hat, he suddenly addressed her with,
"I hope Mr. Bingley will like it Lizzy."
"We are not in a way to know what Mr. Bingley likes," said Mrs. Bennet resentfully, "since we are not to visit."

• Using the character
dictionary, we identify all
co-occurrences of character
aliases within ~100 words of
one another.

• By recording the
co-occurrences in each
chapter, we can build a
character network for the
chapter.

Character Network
Chapter 1, Pride and Prejudice
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Network Visualisation
• To visualise our character networks, we use the open source
cross-platform software Gephi (http://gephi.org)
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Character Centrality
• A wide range of established methods from social network
analysis can also be applied to character networks.

• Centrality: Measure how important or influential a node is
within a social network. Various measures assess different
aspects of importance.
• Degree centrality focuses on individual nodes - it simply counts
the number of edges that a node has.

• Hub nodes with high degree usually play an important role in a
network.
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Character Centrality
• Weighted Degree: Centrality measured based on the strength of
the edges – i.e. sum of weights on all edges connected to a
character.
Top 10 most central
characters in Pride
and Prejudice overall
character network.

Nodes are scaled and
coloured by weighted
degree.
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Character Centrality
• Betweenness Centrality: Identifies strategic linkages, “brokers”
or “bridging nodes” in a network.

• Nodes with a high degree of betweenness centrality can be
thought of as gatekeepers that control the flow of information
between different parts of the network.
Node "A" has higher degree
centrality than "B", as "B"
has few direct connections.

Node "H" has higher
betweenness centrality, as
"H" plays a broker role in
the graph.
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Social Network Analysis and Literature
• Distant reading is the practice of understanding literature from
a macro-level viewpoint. The use of social network analysis in
this task has been pioneered by Moretti (2011).

Character network from Hamlet (1603)
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Novel Annotation - Challenges
• Manual annotation by researchers familiar with a text
is required, as many subtle issues arise.

• For example:
- OCR issues; inconsistent formatting and
punctuation

- First person narration; multiple narrators
- Mistaken identity
- Deception, disguises, and hidden identity
- Groups of characters; collectives
- Speculative characters
- Diaries and letters
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Part 2
Emerging Patterns of Change in the Social
Imaginary of Fiction
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Popular Fictional Narratives and the Social
Imaginary
●

SNA has identified differences in the way society is imagined in the texts in the corpus
to date and the impact of historical forces on them can be identified, e.g. our work on
Trollope's serial novel Phineas Finn tracks the impact of Fenian uprising on social
possibilities of its young Irish hero in Westminster

●

Popular narrative fictions do not offer empirical evidence of actual social relations, but
they do offer us an extraordinarily rich insight into how society and community are
imagined by writers and readers, producers and audiences

●

Combining digital SNA analysis with critical reading offers possibility of engagement
in new ways with perennial question of relationship between social and cultural change

●

Interesting pattern starting to emerge in texts in our corpus at beginning of 20th century

30
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Social Networks in Literature
“What connexion can there be, between the [Dedlocks’]
place in Lincolnshire, the house in town, the Mercury in
powder, and the whereabouts of Jo the outlaw with the
broom . . . ? What connexion can there have been
between many people in the innumerable histories of the
world, who, from opposite sides of great gulfs, have,
nevertheless, been very curiously brought together!”

–Charles Dickens, Bleak House, p.235.
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Plot as society, society as plot: the Utopian social
imaginary of Bleak House

Character
Name

Chapters

Degree

Weighted
Degree

Closeness

Jo

18

44

317

0.419

0.036

0.046

Sir Leicester
Dedlock

26

56

731

0.419

0.077

0.096

32

Betweennes
Eigenvector
s
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Bleak House (1853) 0.188 difference in betweenness in Top 10
characters
0.214 in Top 20
CHARACTER NAME

CHAPTERS

BETWEENNESS

Esther Summerson

44

0.243

Lady Dedlock

38

0.130

Mr. John Jarndyce

40

0.127

The Lord Chancellor

16

0.093

Mr. Bucket

17

0.087

Mr. Tulkinghorn

32

0.080

Mr. Snagsby

14

0.079

Sir Leicester Dedlock

26

0.077

Mr. Krook

13

0.072

Mr. George

18

0.055

Mr. William Guppy

21

0.055

Richard Carstone

33
34

0.053

Miss Flite

22

0.047

Miss Ada Clare

32

0.046

Mrs. Rouncewell

16

0.043
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Portrait of the Artist (1916) 0.727 difference in betweenness
in Top 10 characters
0.74 in Top 20

CHARACTER NAME

CHAPTER SUB-DIVISIONS

BETWEENESS

Stephen Dedalus

20

0.746

Simon Dedalus

16

0.162

Mary Dedalus

13

0.062

Cranly

3

0.093

Conmee

7

0.045

Emma

9

0.036

Dante

4

0.030

Temple

2

0.016

Fleming

2

0.006

Wells

2

0.018

Father Arnall

3

0.024

Simon Moonan

4

0.019

343

0.019

Davin

3

0.023

Mr Mcglade

3

0.010

Father Dolan

2

0.010

Vincent Heron
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Part 3
Katherine Cecil Thurston: bestsellers
through the macroscope
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John Chilcote M.P. (1904) 0.342 difference in betweenness in
Top 10 characters
0.74 in Top 20
Character

Chapters

Betweenness

John Chilcote

34

0.365

Mr. John Loder

33

0.348

Mrs. Chilcote

28

0.140

Mr. Fraide

15

0.096

Lillian Astrupp

20

0.092

Mr. Blessington

9

0.057

Lakely

10

0.041

Lord Bramfell

4

0.031

The Shah

2

0.027

Leonard Kaine

8

0.023

Blanche Bramfell

9

0.023

Sir William Brice-field

2

0.016

The Present British Government

5

0.014

Early Workers

1

0.012

His Fellow Newsboys

1

0.012

36 1

0.012

Two Women

3

0.012

Robert Chilcote

1

0.011

The Man Beside Him

1

0.009

The Sabinet Family
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Max (1910) 0.604 difference in betweenness in Top 10
characters
0.74 in Top 20
Character
Chapters
Betweenness
Max

41

0.630

Blake

41

0.321

Maxine

20

0.053

Jacqueline

20

0.045

Lize

7

0.045

Lucien Cartel

19

0.040

Couple Of Sleepy Waiters

1

0.030

The Brown-haired Englishman

2

0.030

Billy

4

0.026

Red-haired Women

1

0.025

The Bandsmen

1

0.025

The Auburn-haired Lady

2

0.023

An Occasional Traveller Slept

1

0.020

The Singer

1

0.018

Monsieur Fruvier

1

0.017

371

0.016

The Lines Of Spectators

1

0.015

Brown-haired Women

1

0.015

Little Clerks In Ill-fitting Clothes

1

0.014

1

0.013

Some Of These Girls Danced

The Little Old Basque Peasant
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Social Network Analysis, Literature,
History
Insight into the process by which ‘phenomena encountered
serially in a particular society are “translated” and assigned
value in terms of their position in the iconic space of that
society’s purported culture…and …the metaphorization of a
spatialized culture into the textual space of a novel.
(James Buzard, p.12)
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THE METAPHORIZATION OF AN IMPERIAL CULTURE INTO THE
TEXTUAL SPACE OF A NOVEL.

•

'Two incidents, widely different in character yet bound together
by results, marked the night of January the twenty-third. On that
night the blackest fog within a four years' memory fell upon
certain portions of London, and also on that night came the first
announcement of the border risings against the Persian
government in the province of Khorasan the announcement that,
speculated upon, even smiled at, at the time, assumed such
significance in the light of after events.' (John Chilcote M.P., p.1)

ARTIST/WOMAN IN-BETWEEN
'A night journey is essentially a thing of possibilities. To those who
count it as mere transit, mere linking of experiences, it is, of
course, a commonplace; but to the imaginative, who by gift divine
see a picture in every cloud, a story behind every shadow, it
suggests romance--romance in the very making.
Such a vessel of inspiration was the powerful north express as it
thundered over the sleeping plains of Germany and France on its
night journey from Cologne to Paris. A thing of possibilities indeed,
with its varying human freight..' (Max, p.1)

FROM A PLACE BETWEEN?

‘Life in the curio shop, in the little parlour behind it, in the cramped
bedroom upstairs, was one persistent waiting - for something that
never came.’ Anna Solny in The Circle (1903)

THE CASE OF THE MAYOR'S
DAUGHTER
- chairman of Cork Corporation Alderman Meade ‘moved a vote of
sympathy to the bereaved relatives’ of Mrs Katherine Cecil
Thurston and ‘spoke of the deceased as the daughter of one of the
best-known Nationalists the city had, and as a man associated with
the trade and commerce of the city, and one of the pioneers of the
Munster and Leinster Bank. He also referred appreciatively to the
literary achievements of the deceased lady.’
- The Cork Examiner, did not mention Katherine’s divorce.

The Case of the Inheriting Fiancé

LADY SARAH
WILSON AT
MAFEKING

THE CASE OF THE CORK COUNTY
CORONER AND THE FAMILY
SOLICITOR
- Coroner’s Court which was charged with investigation into cause of death shared
corporations' agenda.
- coroner for Cork city in this period was Michael Joseph Horgan, a keen supporter of Parnell
and an associate of Katherine’s late father, Paul Madden. ‘Mr Horgan’, the solicitor found to
represent Katherine’s ‘next of kin’ at such short notice was the coroner’s son, John, later to
become the Cork County Coroner in his turn.
- Paul Madden had been one of a number of local merchants who established the Munster and
Leinster Bank when the old Munster Bank had failed, threatening many of its depositors with
ruin. His family was embedded in everything that made middle class Cork stable and prosperous.
- Antipathy between the coroner and the police witnesses had a very specific local context.
Head Constable McKee involved in fatal shooting of nationalist rioters in County Cork, the
previous year. Coroner had refused to deem shootings legitimate

